Greetings from the Secretary

At the end of September, the Chapter Achievement Points “CAP” 2.0 BETA tool was released and demonstrated for Chapter Leaders via live webinars. CAP 2.0 is more automated and will help streamline the chapter reporting process. Since this is a BETA year, all chapters maintain the same status level as the previous year. The Denver Chapter achieved Ruby status for the first-time last year. There are three levels of points Bronze is 685, Silver is 1,060 and Gold is 1,560. After ten years of achieving Gold the Chapter reaches Platinum, ten years of Platinum achieves Ruby, fifteen years of Platinum achieves Sapphire, and twenty-five years of Platinum achieves Diamond.

One of the major changes in the CAP reporting is the Chapter gets points when members volunteer. If you are a member of the Denver Chapter and you volunteer for the IIA the chapter gets points. To obtain points the chapter needs your membership number and we will input it into the volunteer section of the CAP. This update to the tool enables National to track all member’s volunteerism. Volunteerism is an area that there is no limit on the points the chapter can obtain, so please consider volunteering. When you volunteer either provide the Leader you are working with your member number or you can send me the date you volunteered, who you assisted, and your membership number and I will record the information for points recognition. Another change is that the CAP report is only required to be filed annually, however we have decided to record points more frequently.

The CAP 2.0 was released a few weeks ago; as with any implementation of a new tool there are still a few things that need to be worked through. I am working on the recording the points for the year and will work with the other chapter leaders to get the points recorded before the next newsletter. So, stayed tuned and I will provide a points update in the next newsletter. Until then happy auditing!